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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Complex tectonics and heterogeneous structure of rocks relief in Serbia have conditioned the 
occurrence of a great number of mineral, thermomineral, gaseous and radioactive sources. 
Curative spring water in Serbia are hypothermal, homeothermal and hyperthermal. This is the 
basis for balneologic tourism. Some spas are near to the mountains, and for this reason, it is 
necessary to complementary develop spa and mountain tourism. 

 
The possibilities for better coordination of Serbian strategic planning in achieving the 

sustainable spatial and tourism development, and possibilities to integrate landscapes into the 
planning process are indicated. 
 
 

1 TOURIST OFFER OF BELGRADE FORTRESS AND 
KALEMEGDAN 

 
 

Belgrade is the capital and largest city of Serbia. he city lies at the confluence of the Sava and 
Danube rivers. It has population of 1.2 million, while the metropolitan area has more than 1.7 
million people. 

 
It is one of the oldest cities in Europe and has since ancient times been an important focal 

point for traffic, an intersection of the roads of Eastern and Western Europe. Belgrade is the 
centre of Serbian culture, education and science. It has the greatest concentration of institutions 
of national importance in the field of science and art 

 
Belgrade has the status of a separate territorial unit in Serbia, having its own autonomous city 

government. Its territory is divided into 17 municipalities, having their own local government. 
 
In recent years, this promotion is directed also to some Belgraders in order to make them 

familiar with cultural and tourist values of their city, especially through certain events and free-
ofcharge sightseeing, the Belgrade fortress and certain ambiance wholes, with professional 
guides.  

 
To visitors Belgrade offers its rich programme of cultural, artistic and sports events, many 

museums, cultural and historic monuments. 
 

Belgrade Fortress is the historical nucleus of Belgrade, around which the civilian settlement 
grew up, starting from the time of Singidunum in the Celtic and Roman periods. Numerous 
remains of the Roman fortification have been uncovered. While the IV Flavian legion was 
stationed here, the first fort constructed of square hewn stones was erected in what is now called 
the Upper Fortress Gornji Grad). Parts of the original Roman walls are still visible near the 
Zindan gate, incorporated in the lower part of the north-west wall of the Upper Fortress, together 
with remains of a square tower. 
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---- OSTATAK TEKSTA NIJE PRIKAZAN. CEO RAD MOŽETE 

PREUZETI NA SAJTU WWW.MATURSKI.NET ---- 
 
 

BESPLATNI GOTOVI SEMINARSKI, DIPLOMSKI I MATURSKI TEKST 
RAZMENA LINKOVA - RAZMENA RADOVA 

RADOVI IZ SVIH OBLASTI, POWERPOINT PREZENTACIJE I DRUGI EDUKATIVNI MATERIJALI. 
 

WWW.SEMINARSKIRAD.ORG  
WWW.MAGISTARSKI.COM 

WWW.MATURSKIRADOVI.NET  
 

 
NA NAŠIM SAJTOVIMA MOŽETE PRONAĆI SVE, BILO DA JE TO SEMINARSKI, DIPLOMSKI  ILI  MATURSKI 
RAD, POWERPOINT PREZENTACIJA I DRUGI EDUKATIVNI MATERIJAL. ZA  RAZLIKU OD OSTALIH MI VAM 

PRUŽAMO DA POGLEDATE SVAKI RAD, NJEGOV SADRŽAJ I PRVE TRI STRANE TAKO DA MOŽETE TAČNO DA 
ODABERETE ONO ŠTO VAM U POTPUNOSTI ODGOVARA. U BAZI SE NALAZE  GOTOVI SEMINARSKI, 

DIPLOMSKI I MATURSKI RADOVI  KOJE MOŽETE SKINUTI I UZ NJIHOVU POMOĆ NAPRAVITI JEDINSTVEN I 
UNIKATAN RAD. AKO U BAZI  NE NAĐETE RAD KOJI VAM JE POTREBAN, U SVAKOM MOMENTU MOŽETE 

NARUČITI DA VAM SE IZRADI NOVI, UNIKATAN SEMINARSKI ILI NEKI DRUGI RAD RAD NA LINKU IZRADA 
RADOVA.  PITANJA I ODGOVORE MOŽETE DOBITI NA NAŠEM FORUMU ILI NA 

maturskiradovi.net@gmail.com 
 
 

http://www.maturski.net/
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/
http://www.seminarskirad.org/
http://www.magistarski.com/
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/forum/Forum-diplomski-radovi
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop
http://www.maturski.net/izrada-radova.html
http://www.maturski.net/izrada-radova.html
http://www.maturski.net/izrada-radova.html
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/forum
mailto:maturskiradovi.net@gmail.com
http://www.maturskiradovi.net/eshop�
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